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1. Social & Emotional Presence
Profoundly Social
A Part of / Apart from
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Form Early
Build Teams
Stay Together
"The student is infinitely more important than the subject matter."

—Nel Noddings
1 Thing: Social & Emotional Presence
2. Rethink Grading
P/NPY Grading for Creativity
P: Pass
NP: Not Passing
NPY: Not Passing Yet
Time + Effort = Learning
enough Time

the right kind of Effort

Learning
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“Contracts that focus on labor as a way to calculate course grades help most students of color and multilingual students perform well.”

—Asao B. Inoue
1 Thing: Rethink Grading
3. Incorporate Play
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Simple mechanics boost engagement.
Crosswords: 3 complex mechanics
1 Thing: Incorporate Play
4. Lower Access Barriers
More time for study & practice
THE EFFECT OF CHOCOLATE AND COCOA FLAVONOIDS ON PLASMA LIPIDS AND LIPPROTEINS ASSOCIATED WITH CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE

Let ‘Em Do It Their Way
Access materials one another you the world
1 Thing: Lower Access Barriers
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